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HARINGEY 
IN BOOZE 
SHOCKER
HAGA tackles Street Drinking problem

AMONG growing concerns over 
street drinking in Haringey, one 
local agency has been tackling 
the problem head-on.

Last week HAGA boss Ian 
McGregor told how outreach work 
with street drinkers is continuing 
to reduce the dangers to the public 
and the drinkers themselves.

“The statistics alone are pretty 
scary,” said Mr McGregor, “With 
national figures showing that alcohol 
is a contributory factor in 40% of 
crimes and 80% of peak time A&E 

admissions, Haringey residents 
have good reason to be worried.”

“It has to be said that a good 
number of those incidents are caused 
by people who’ve been drinking in 
licensed premises, but seeing people 
actually drinking on the street can 
be a cause of fear and distress.”

However, the popular image of 
groups homeless boozers is actually 
not the case. “Very few of the street 
drinkers we encounter are actually 
homeless”, he explained, “But many 
do have inadequate housing”.

FULL STORY: PAGE 2
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Government 
doesn’t give 
a XXXX 
about alcohol
WHAT are we to make of the present  
government thinking around alcohol 
and the message it sends out? ‘Drink as 
much as you like, for as long as you like, 
but don’t expect any help from us’.

Yet we see that over the last ten years 
alcohol related disease has increased 
dramatically – particularly amongst women, 
with young women in their twenties now 
being diagnosed with conditions like alcohol-
induced cirrhosis of the liver.

Obviously, we need to wait to see what the 
effects of the new licensing act will be, but it 
is hard to see how pubs and wine bars will be 
able to open for longer hour without selling 
more booze. Ultimately more booze will mean 
more drinking and that can only lead to more 
alcohol-related problems. 

Whether  we see less binge drinking and less 
alcohol related disorder remains to be seen.

Treatment 
Works
WHAT people in the alcohol treatment 
field have been asserting for years 
has now been shown to be true – that 
treatment works. 

The Ukatt report, published in the 
prestigious British Medical Journal,  found 
that treatment saves £5 for every pound 
spent. The report studied the effects of  work 
with problem drinkers and found over a 12 
month period that alcohol treatments like 
Motivational Interviewing – which HAGA 
uses – brought about substantial and 
sustained reductions in problem drinkers’ 
alcohol consumption and alcohol related 
problems. Those in contact with health 
services  decreased by 12%, alcohol treatment 
services by 67%, social services by 19% while 
those in contact with the criminal justice 
system  decreased by 11%.

Haringey 
gets ahead 
of the Game
HARINGEY has decided to move ahead 
with it’s own Alcohol Harm Reduction 
Strategy.

The strategy document has been written 
by Haringey DAAT and is now available.  
Haringey has formed a steering group to 
implement the strategy and to co-ordinate it 
with the local licensing strategy. Well done 
Haringey! 

At least one local Government is showing 
National Government that it is capable of 
joined up thinking.

HagaANNUAL
VOICE OF THE

STREET 
DRINKING 
CANNED
Haga winning war on public boozing

FOR the last  three 
years, two HAGA staff 
have been working 
regularly with street 
drinkers. 

Steve and Alistair have 
become experts on the 
lives and whereabouts of 
regular street drinkers, an 
exercise that has become 
more difficult recently. 

“The recent changes in 
byelaws restricting public 
drinking in the borough 
have meant that, rather 
than going away, they’ve 
just gone somewhere else”, 
explained Steve.

“We’ve spent a lot of time 
building relationships with 
these guys,” he said, “and 
an encouraging number 
have taken up our offers of 
help to reduce or stop their 
drinking,  and entered 
residential detox and 
rehab.”

A survey of the those 
who used HAGA’s service 
showed the main concerns 
of the Borough’s street 
drinkers to be; a safe place 
to drink, benefits problems, 
health, difficulty accessing 
other services and how to 

minimise the dangers they 
face.

“We responded by offering 
support with the practical 
issues,” says Steve, “We 
offer them advocacy on 
housing, help accessing 
primary care and set up 
links with other support 
groups. We’ve also linked 
up with the Haringey 
drug intervention team, 
the Police, and homeless 
services – which makes us 
all more effective.” 

The workers have 
also set up links in local 
A&E departments and 
hospital wards to offer 
help to people who are 
being seen for alcohol 
related problems and have 
chaotic drinking histories. 
“Working with nursing 
and medical staff enables 
us offer support prior to 
and after discharge.” says 
Steve.

“Recently we met with 
local traders, to help them 
become more sensitive to 
the promotion and sale of 
alcohol to street drinkers 
and to alleviate concerns 
when dealing with them”.

JOHN, 49, an alcoholic 
for ten years, has been 
known to Haga for five 
of those. 

He was referred to the 
Outreach Team in February 
this year, and his immediate 
need concerned benefits and 
advice. I advocated for John 
at the Social Security office, 
where his Income Support 
was being switched to direct 
payment. John  had extreme 
difficulty dealing the complex 
forms. He was frustrated 
by his low literacy skills, 
which led to confrontation 
with staff at the benefits 
office. After five hours we’d 
rectified the situation, and 
working together had the 
added benefit of building our 
relationship.

He also needed help with 
housing. I liaised with the 
homeless persons’ unit in 
Haringey and attended the 
interview with John, where 
I reassured the Housing 
Manager that despite 
John’s previously aggressive 
behaviour, I would closely 
monitor his adherence to 
his tenancy conditions  and 

ensure his sobriety when 
visiting their office. 

John paid his rent 
faithfully and always 
turned up sober, respecting 
the agreement we’d made.

Unfortunately John’s 
attempt at Detox was not 
successful and when he 
reappeared after a drinking 
spree he’d been living rough 
and it was clear he was 
not ready to stop drinking 
completely. 

However it was also clear 
that he still had abundant 
needs, mainly for housing. 
Our supported housing 
scheme is reserved for clients 
who have successfully 
detoxed, so I  spent a lot of 
time convincing John that 
he needed to look at a long 
stay hostel, as his health 
was starting to deteriorate.

I convinced St. Mungo’s 
at Vartry Road that John 
would be an ideal referral. 
With some initial misgivings 
from John this move was 
completed with the effect 
that he is now considerably 
better off. I still see John as 
a client but his needs are 
becoming less serious.

 Contacted

Residential 
detox

 Using 
other drugs

 Followed 
up

OF THE 109 STREET DRINKERS SEEN:
n 86 were approached
n 22 have been worked with on a 

regular basis
n 20 have made lifestyle changes; 

accessing health care, 
paying bills or getting more 
appropriate housing 

n 11 with housing needs 
and drinking chaotically 
have accessed residential 
care

n 2 have joined HAGA’s day 
programme

n One has received children 
and families support after 
securing accommodation.

Street Drinkers  
in Haringey

Working with John
BY ALASTAIR MORDEY
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I THOUGHT I WOULD 
NEVER WORK AGAIN

Women 
only day 
a success
WEDNESDAYS are now a women-
only zone at HAGA’s Day Centre.

The new move is to create a more 
comfortable atmosphere for women 
who want to deal with their own 
drinking issues, as well as those who 
are victims of domestic violence.

 Day Centre Team Leader Gina  
said, “It can be hard for women 
– especially those with kids – to get 
the help they need. Often they’re 
intimidated by a mixed group, and 
childcare can be a problem.”

The service is offering free childcare 
at COSMIC – HAGA’s family centre – 
while busy mums attend counselling, 
groups or workshops.

The Day Centre is open to all-
comers every  day except Sunday, and 
is regularly used by over 200 people 
a year.

Gina said, “The Day Centre is 
at the heart of all we do at HAGA. 
People with drink problems can get 
individual counselling, join in with 
group sessions, and attend workshops 
on all kinds of issues. We’ve also 
found  complementary therapies 
helpful, and offer yoga, aromatherapy 
and accupuncture.

“Once a person decides they want 
our help, we allocate them a support 
worker to help them plan their own 
programme. Staff visit people at home 
and help them to develop living skills 
like budgeting, self care and cooking.

Staff will give advice and support 
about housing and benefits, and, if 
we can’t help you directly, we’ll find 
someone who can.”

The HAGA Day Centre is at 590 
Seven Sisters Road, N15, and can be 
contacted on 020 8800 6999.

Turkish 
worker

HAGA nin aile eve cocuk hizmetleri 
birimi olan COSMIC, Aile 
bireylerinin herhangi birinin alkol 
yada uyusturucu kullanmasindan 
hayatlari etkilenmis cocuk genc ve 
ailelere hizmet sunan bir kurulustur. 
HAGA Haringey   sinirlari icerisinde 
yasayan Kurt, Turk ve Kibrisli 
Turklere daha etkili bir hizmet 
vermek amaciyla, iki yil once 
Kurtce ve Turkce konusan, cocuk 
ve aile den sorumlu bir calisani 
bunyesine almistir.  COSMIC, son 
iki yillik surecte pek cok Kurt, 
Turk ve Kibrisli Turk aileye onemli 
boyutlarda yardim ve destek sunmus 
ve sunmaya devam etmektedir. 

COSMIC ayni zamanda, haftanin 
belirli gunlerinde bazi toplum 
merkezlerinde de alkol ve uyusturucu 
hakkinda bilgi ve destek amacli 
danisma gunleri baslatmistir 

COSMIC, beþek ji zîzmetên zarok 
û malbatên HAGA ye, û sazîyekê 
ku alîkarî û xîzmet dide ciwan û 
malbatan ku di bandûra alkol û 
tevzkeran de mayine.

Ev dudu sale ku HAGA 
karmendekê malbatan ku bi Kurdi û 
Tirkî diaxive anîye bin sîwana xwe, 
ku hên baþtir xîzmetek rastekîne 
bide Kurd, Tirk û Tirkên Qibrisî 
ku di hundirî sînorên þahredarîya 
Harîngey dijîn.

Di 2 salên dawî de gelek destek 
û alîkarîyên girîng pêþkeþî ev sisê 
komelan/civatan ku di bandûra 
kêþaya alkol û tevzkeran mane 
kiriye. Herwiha ewê berdewam bibe. 
Wek karmendekê COSMIC, 
ji hevdîtinên min ku li çend 
komelgeyan de çêdibin hun dikarin 
sûd bigrin.

A 31 YEAR OLD Tottenham 
man told how local drug 
and alcohol services 
helped him rebuild his 
life after it had been torn 
apart by heroin and crack 
cocaine.

Phil, caretaker at a North 
London training institution, began 
his descent into a world of drugs 
and misery in 1995.

“When I started using heroin 
I never realised where it would 
lead,” he said. “For a few years 
I managed to function pretty 
normally, and thought I could 
handle my level of using. But 
gradually I started moving in 
more criminal circles and fell into 
some bad company.”

It all started to go wrong for 
Phil in April of 1998. “I’m not 

proud to admit it,” he said, “But I 
got involved with a prostitute who 
was using crack. One evening she 
offered me a puff, and I thought, 
‘why not?’ That was the beginning 
of the end for me.”

Phil, who at that time ran a 
successful painting and decorating 
business, was soon spending up to 
£300 a day on his crack habit.

“At that point business was good 
and I had lots of contracts coming 
in, so I could afford the drugs. 
But before long my ability to work 
was really suffering – I couldn’t 
concentrate properly or think of 
anything beyond my next hit.”

Over the next two years Phil’s 
life continued to slide downhill. He 
lost his business and his family, 
and by the summer of 2000 was 
homeless too.

“I felt I had lost it all as things 
deteriorated – my life became 

meaningless. I was still doing a lot 
of heroin and I knew inside of me 
something was not right. I knew 
something needed to change.”

Earlier this year he decided 
he needed to come off heroin but 
knew he’d need help, and probably 
methadone, so he contacted 
Addaction in Hackney, who put him 
in touch with DASH (Drug Advisory 
Service Haringey –  HAGA’s sister 
organisation) in Stroud Green.

“I started with DASH in 
February, received treatment, and 
came off the drugs. They sent me 
to Kinesis (HAGA’s jobs & training 
service) for more support relating 
to my career development.

“Coming into Kinesis was a 
challenge, but I began to feel a sense 
of taking control of my life. I was 
able to go on a work placement in 
order to gradually get myself back 
to work and regain confidence.

“I worked at Mind (Edmonton) 
as a volunteer in the drop-in centre 
for three months. That gave me 
the opportunity to learn in a new 
environment, and now I’m working 
full time as a Caretaker, earning 
good money and living a normal 
life.”

Phil’s experience shows how 
Haringey’s substance misuse 
services are working together to 
change people’s lives.

“Kinesis’s support gave new 
meaning to my life, changed my 
thinking and rebuilt my self-esteem, 
said Phil, “My past was drugs, but 
my present is a total reformation. I 
have a place to live and a job I like 
doing, and the future is brighter 
than ever. I’m full of hope and 
much more ambitious.”

DASH can be contacted on 020 
7272 2757, and Kinesis on 020 
8801 3999.

Phil leaves drug hell behind

❛ My £300 
a day habit 
cost me my 

business, my 
family and
my home ❜

BEING on a stage on your 
own and making people laugh 
is one of life’s most daunting 
experiences. But compared to 
what Finsbury Park comic Kiry 
had already been through, it 
was nothing.

Kiry, 52, spent over thirty years 
abusing a variety of substances 
before he was referred to HAGA. 

“HAGA gave me access to detox 
and rehab,” he says, “I used the 
day programme and residential 
services, and in two years changed 
from someone who thought it was 

impossible to stop, to a positive 
person with a whole new career. I 
thought my fate was one day to be 
found dead.”

Today he’s a regular performer 
at one of North London’s premier 
comedy venues.

“My self-confidence has gone 
through the roof – at my first gig 
there were fourteen acts on, but I 
was the funniest by a mile.” 

Despite the difficulties he had 
in his life, Kiry always saw the 
funny side of life. “I started writing 
things that had happened to me, 
all the tragedy I’d experienced. 

I turned it around and made it 
funny.”

Kiry is full of appreciation for the 
help he was given. “Twenty years 
ago there was no chance for people 
like me, but now, with the help of 
agencies like HAGA, anyone can 
turn their life around.”

Now living independently, Kiry 
accepts the hard work still ahead 
in his new life as a comedian, “I 
know I’ve got to work the circuit,” 
he says, “But having wasted over 
40 years of my life I can’t wait. 
I’m really positive about the 
future“.

COMIC TURNS Numbers up
LAST year HAGA was contacted 
by a record 922 Haringey people, 
557 men and 365 women. All had 
alcohol problems themselves, or 
were closely affected by someone 
who had. They came from a 
very wide range of ethnic and 
economic backgrounds – what all 
had in common was the problems 
that alcohol misuse has caused 
in their lives.

DETOX
The HAGA community nursing 

team helped 168 men and 63 
women to overcome alcohol 
dependency through a community 
alcohol detoxification.

With medication provided by 
individuals GPs, the nurses visit 
people in their own homes (or 
encourage them to call into their 
base in St Ann’s Hospital) and 
offer them support, health advice 
and monitor their wellbeing on a 
daily basis. 

New life beckons for funny man Kiry
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Exclusive interview with Kamini and the staff at COSMIC

THERE 
are many 
reasons 

why older 
people 

drink. It may 
be to relieve pain, to help 
with sleep, to alleviate 
loneliness, boredom or 
bereavement, to replace 
meals or to keep warm.

But for the elderly, drinking 
can bring a set of problems quite 
different to those of younger 
people. Alcohol slows reactions 

and reduces balance and self 
control. Among older people 
this adds to the risk of falls and 
accidents. 

Painkillers and drugs 
for rheumatism, arthritis 
and thrombosis can cause 
health problems when mixed 
with alcohol, while drugs 
for depression may cause 
psychological problems.

Sometimes drinking can 
lead to misdiagnosis –  for 
example, drink-induced shaking 
can be taken for the onset of 
Parkinson’s disease, for which 
the prescribed drugs mix badly 

with alcohol.
The stigma that older people 

attach to problem drinking 
means the service needs to  be 
taken to them, so HAGA has 
published two leafl ets specifi cally 
aimed at older people, offering 
help and advice to both drinkers 
and those who care for them.

Launched alongside a hard-
hitting poster campaign, the 
leafl ets have since been taken 
up by the national organisation 
Alcohol Concern.

The leafl ets and posters are 
available from HAGA on 020 
8800 6999.

HOME 
(AND DRY)

STUDENT and school voluntary 
worker Michael sits in the living 
room of his tidy garden fl at in a quiet 
residential street in Wood Green.

Sipping a cup of herbal tea Michael, 34, 
explains that it wasn’t always this way. 

“In June 2003 I came to the realisation 
that my drinking had spiralled out of 
control. I was no longer able to stop by 
myself as I had been in the past. For that 
reason I got medical advice and registered 
with a local GP,  where I was given HAGA’s 
details.”

 Although initially 
apprehensive, he eventually 
got in touch. His first 
impression was positive.

“The staff were welcoming 
and seemed to genuinely 
care about my problems,” 
he says.

“After a few visits to the 
day centre I made excuses, 
telling myself HAGA was 
not for me. The following 
month, July 2003, I got 
drunk and had an accident 
– I needed seven stitches 
to my face. It was at that 
point that I decided to give 
HAGA a go.”

Michael made the decision 
to commit fully to the HAGA programme. 

“Prior to that decision I’d start my day 
at 9am with a beer and have finished a 
six-pack by lunchtime. I’d have a sleep, 
wake up early in the afternoon and carry 
on drinking into the evening until I was 
too drunk, tired or skint to continue.”

Within weeks of committing to HAGA’s 
programme Michael was moved into 
temporary accommodation at Project 
Newstart, HAGA’s housing project. After 
five years with no fixed abode he was 
able to get away from the influences 
and conditions that contributed to his 
drinking.

“The first twelve weeks were a bit 
intensive,” he says. “There were group 
meetings in the mornings at the bedsit, 
meetings at the day centre and again at 
the bedsit late in the afternoon.”

However, he soon began to appreciate 
the benefits of the groups.

“I found the sessions on anxiety 
and anger management particularly 

helpful. All the groups gave me food for 
thought, and so did the interaction and 
conversations with clients and staff in the 
day centre.

“Not being allowed to drink whilst 
living in the bedsit required a great deal 
of willpower.  The hardest part was trying 
to cure the boredom,” he explains. “I never 
experienced boredom with a can beer in 
my hand.”

Two months into recovery he had a lapse, 
but was helped through the experience 
by supportive members of staff, who also 

helped Michael to make a 
further breakthrough.

“It was identified after 
my lapse that I had real 
difficulties dealing with 
anger, and I agreed to 
a course of counselling, 
which gave me some really 
helpful insights, and from 
which I gained a lot of 
benefit. 

But the benefits Michael 
has gained from working 
through his issues within 
HAGA’s programme 
have been even further-
reaching.

“I am currently studying 
for the OCR certificate in 
counselling at the College of 

North East London. I am also a volunteer 
at Enfield County school, which I hope will 
give me the experience to form a career in 
youth work.”

Exactly one year after contacting HAGA 
Michael was re-housed in permanent 
assured accommodation. He was allocated 
a one bedroom flat (garden and all) in a 
quiet residential street. 

“I certainly underestimated the effect 
that having my own home would have on 
my self-esteem,” he says. 

“My experiences at HAGA taught me 
that alcohol might not necessarily be the 
root of my issues. That forced me to look 
into issues that I was either unaware I 
had, or was too frightened to confront.” 
And so, his journey continues.

Last year HAGA provided supported 
accommodation for 18 homeless problem 
drinkers, allowing them to find homes, 
jobs and self-respect. The HAGA service 
can be contacted on 020 8800 6999. The 
website is: www.haga.co.uk

Michael gets
housing help

and more
from Haga

“I got drunk 
and had an 
accident – I 

needed seven 
stitches to my 

face. It was 
at that point 

that I decided 
to give HAGA 

a go.”

Up to 

15% of Haringey’s 

elderly drink more 

than is recommended 

– here we look at some 

popular myths about 

drinking

A little of what does you good?

A shot of brandy warms 
you up
ALCOHOL does not warm you up. It increases 
the fl ow of blood to the skin which is why you 
have a warm glow after drinking. It actually 
makes you lose heat more rapidly.

Drinking is good for the 
digestion
DRINKS containing alcohol are not a good 
source of nourishment. They contain calories 
but little else, and actually reduce your digestive 
powers.

Guinness is good for 
your blood
TO get the daily amount of iron your body needs 
from stout you would need to drink about 35 pints 
a day, which is defi nitely bad for your health! 

However if your Doctor says it's OK to drink at 
the safe levels then a glass of stout won't harm 
you either.

A drink cheers you up
IN fact, alcohol is a depressant, not a stimulant. 
Drinking can make you more depressed and 
if used with prescribed medication can cause 
drowsiness and increased risk of accidents.

Some myths about alcohol

(AND DRY)(AND DRY)

Exclusive interview with Kamini and the staff at COSMIC

IN HAGA’s bright, purpose-
built COSMIC centre, Kamini  
is surrounded by children of 

various ages. The atmosphere 
is mildly chaotic, but feels 
happy and safe.

With her five-woman team, 
Kamini is helping to bring 
stability and confidence to 
children and families whose 
lives have been blighted by 
problem drinking and drug 
misuse.

“It can be difficult work,” she 
says, “But seeing the kids smiling 
and coming back day after day 
makes it incredibly rewarding.”

“Children and families really 
suffer when a parent has a 
drinking problem. Sometimes 
children find themselves acting 
as carers, and there are often debt 
problems and domestic violence 
incidents.”

However, she’s quick to point 
out that parents and carers who 

misuse alcohol 
or drugs are not 
bad people. “The 
o v e r w h e l m i n g 
majority love their 

children very much 
and feel guilty and 

secretive about their 
drinking problem,” she 

says. “They worry that 
they’ll lose their children 

and are desperate to believe 
that their problem has no 

impact on family life.” 
Needing alcohol to cope with 

life’s problems, but needing a clear 
head to look after children is a 
huge dilemma for many parents, 
and often results in them denying 
their alcohol misuse.

“At COSMIC 
we give 
support to 
families in 
difficulty, and 
advocate on behalf 
of children, offering 
them a ‘listening 
ear’. For most of them, 
lack of boundaries and 
routine are the norm, 
so we create an ordered, 
safe space for them to talk 
about their worries and 
concerns.”

Considering the emphasis on 
personal relationships between 
the workers at COSMIC and the 
families that use the service, the 
clientele is surprisingly large.

“Last year we worked with 
213 children and 187 carers, 
offering individual counselling 
sessions, after school groups and 
family fun days.” Kamini says, 
“We try to improve self esteem 
and confidence in both children 
and carers, and to help reduce 
problematic behaviour.”

One of Kamini’s real pleasures 
are the direct sessions she runs 
with children. “We teach them 
coping skills, she says, “Like 
how to stay safe at home, and 
emergency strategies, such 
as how to call the police or 
ambulance service in case of a 
parent’s illness.

“These real-life skills help the 
children to know that they can 
cope when things go wrong”.

OUTREACH worker Carol  
has just fi nished taking 
a lesson in a local 

school, using a combination 
of humour and visual aids to 
get across her message of the 
way alcohol and drugs affect 
the whole family.

“The children were really 
receptive,” she says, “No matter 
how many times I do these 
presentations I’m always surprised 
by some of the questions they 
ask.”

One 11-year-old boy says, “I’ve 
learned loads about how dangerous 
drugs and alcohol are – it really 
made me think. If I know anyone 
who’s worried I’ll get them to ring 
COSMIC or Childline.”

The workers use innovative   
calling cards designed to look 
like Pokemon cards, which have 
proved immensely popular. “Some 

of the kids insist 
on collecting the 

whole set!” says 
Carol. Outreach 

workers are always 
available to visit 

schools and youth 
clubs.

BACK at Seven 
Sisters, Kamini 
and her team 

are packing up after Art 
Club.

“We run the club monthly for 
seven and overs,” says Kamini,  
“It’s a chance for the children to 
express themselves and gain 
a sense of achievement 

through using arts and crafts. 
Today we’ve done clay modelling 
and frame design – next month 
we’re designing t-shirts. Soon we’ll 
have to do cookery again – that’s 
really popular.”

The annual outing this summer 
was a day-trip to Southend. 

“It rained all day,” says newest 
staff member Jennifer, “But they 
were all so happy to be out of 
Haringey that it didn’t matter to 
them at all! One family loved it 
so much they’ve gone back every 
weekend since”.

And so the doors close on another 
busy day for HAGA’s supernannies. 
Tomorrow, it’s business as usual.
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Exclusive interview with Kamini and the staff at COSMIC

THERE 
are many 
reasons 

why older 
people 

drink. It may 
be to relieve pain, to help 
with sleep, to alleviate 
loneliness, boredom or 
bereavement, to replace 
meals or to keep warm.

But for the elderly, drinking 
can bring a set of problems quite 
different to those of younger 
people. Alcohol slows reactions 

and reduces balance and self 
control. Among older people 
this adds to the risk of falls and 
accidents. 

Painkillers and drugs 
for rheumatism, arthritis 
and thrombosis can cause 
health problems when mixed 
with alcohol, while drugs 
for depression may cause 
psychological problems.

Sometimes drinking can 
lead to misdiagnosis –  for 
example, drink-induced shaking 
can be taken for the onset of 
Parkinson’s disease, for which 
the prescribed drugs mix badly 

with alcohol.
The stigma that older people 

attach to problem drinking 
means the service needs to  be 
taken to them, so HAGA has 
published two leafl ets specifi cally 
aimed at older people, offering 
help and advice to both drinkers 
and those who care for them.

Launched alongside a hard-
hitting poster campaign, the 
leafl ets have since been taken 
up by the national organisation 
Alcohol Concern.

The leafl ets and posters are 
available from HAGA on 020 
8800 6999.

GETTING jobs and keeping them 
can be a huge issue for people 
overcoming drink and drug 
problems.

HAGA’s KINESIS service, working 
in partnership with the College 
of North-East London and local 
employers, has made the picture look 
a lot less grim in Haringey.

The service, which offers 
employment training and support, 
has helped over 300 people with drug 
or alcohol problems to find jobs or get 
into further education. 

“We offer help writing CVs and 
applications, as well as giving personal 
and professional development 
training,” said  Martin, team leader  
at KINESIS’ Northumberland Park 
HQ. “Technology moves very quickly, 
and people who’ve missed out on 
new developments whilst drinking 
or taking drugs really benefit from 
our training. An up-to-date First Aid 
Certificate can also be attractive to 

employers.”
“The results are very encouraging,” 

said Martin, “many people have 
undertaken work placements and 
are now in permanent employment. 
Others have gained useful experience 
from work experience and voluntary 
placements.”

KINESIS can be contacted on 020 
8800 6999.

 

Income

HAGA
1 London Borough of Haringey 332,820

2 Haringey TPCT 265,236

3 Supporting People 250,044

4 Neighbourhood Renewal Fund 70,565

5 Haringey DAAT 43,216

6 Probation Services 39,996

7 Enfi eld PCT 37,446

8 Haringey Children’s Fund 35,000

Kinesis
9 Haringey DAAT 154,633

10 London Borough of Haringey 73,087

11 Haringey Drug Intervention Programme 22,650

Other Income

12 Investment Income 6,679

13 Fees and donations 4,291

Total 1,335,663

Expenditure
1 Services 1,231,465

2 Management /Administration 99,046

Total 1,330,511

Income

Expenditure

Where our 
money 
came from 
& how we 
spent it

A little of what does you good?

A shot of brandy warms 
you up
ALCOHOL does not warm you up. It increases 
the fl ow of blood to the skin which is why you 
have a warm glow after drinking. It actually 
makes you lose heat more rapidly.

Drinking is good for the 
digestion
DRINKS containing alcohol are not a good 
source of nourishment. They contain calories 
but little else, and actually reduce your digestive 
powers.

Guinness is good for 
your blood
TO get the daily amount of iron your body needs 
from stout you would need to drink about 35 pints 
a day, which is defi nitely bad for your health! 

However if your Doctor says it's OK to drink at 
the safe levels then a glass of stout won't harm 
you either.

A drink cheers you up
IN fact, alcohol is a depressant, not a stimulant. 
Drinking can make you more depressed and 
if used with prescribed medication can cause 
drowsiness and increased risk of accidents.

Some myths about alcohol

KINESIS IS WORKING

HAGA’s Martin Tremaine (3rd left) at the Welfare to Work for Disabled People Strategy launch.

Just some of the organisations where 
KINESIS clients have found work

Exclusive interview with Kamini and the staff at COSMIC

IN HAGA’s bright, purpose-
built COSMIC centre, Kamini  
is surrounded by children of 

various ages. The atmosphere 
is mildly chaotic, but feels 
happy and safe.

With her five-woman team, 
Kamini is helping to bring 
stability and confidence to 
children and families whose 
lives have been blighted by 
problem drinking and drug 
misuse.

“It can be difficult work,” she 
says, “But seeing the kids smiling 
and coming back day after day 
makes it incredibly rewarding.”

“Children and families really 
suffer when a parent has a 
drinking problem. Sometimes 
children find themselves acting 
as carers, and there are often debt 
problems and domestic violence 
incidents.”

However, she’s quick to point 
out that parents and carers who 

misuse alcohol 
or drugs are not 
bad people. “The 
o v e r w h e l m i n g 
majority love their 

children very much 
and feel guilty and 

secretive about their 
drinking problem,” she 

says. “They worry that 
they’ll lose their children 

and are desperate to believe 
that their problem has no 

impact on family life.” 
Needing alcohol to cope with 

life’s problems, but needing a clear 
head to look after children is a 
huge dilemma for many parents, 
and often results in them denying 
their alcohol misuse.

“At COSMIC 
we give 
support to 
families in 
difficulty, and 
advocate on behalf 
of children, offering 
them a ‘listening 
ear’. For most of them, 
lack of boundaries and 
routine are the norm, 
so we create an ordered, 
safe space for them to talk 
about their worries and 
concerns.”

Considering the emphasis on 
personal relationships between 
the workers at COSMIC and the 
families that use the service, the 
clientele is surprisingly large.

“Last year we worked with 
213 children and 187 carers, 
offering individual counselling 
sessions, after school groups and 
family fun days.” Kamini says, 
“We try to improve self esteem 
and confidence in both children 
and carers, and to help reduce 
problematic behaviour.”

One of Kamini’s real pleasures 
are the direct sessions she runs 
with children. “We teach them 
coping skills, she says, “Like 
how to stay safe at home, and 
emergency strategies, such 
as how to call the police or 
ambulance service in case of a 
parent’s illness.

“These real-life skills help the 
children to know that they can 
cope when things go wrong”.

OUTREACH worker Carol  
has just fi nished taking 
a lesson in a local 

school, using a combination 
of humour and visual aids to 
get across her message of the 
way alcohol and drugs affect 
the whole family.

“The children were really 
receptive,” she says, “No matter 
how many times I do these 
presentations I’m always surprised 
by some of the questions they 
ask.”

One 11-year-old boy says, “I’ve 
learned loads about how dangerous 
drugs and alcohol are – it really 
made me think. If I know anyone 
who’s worried I’ll get them to ring 
COSMIC or Childline.”

The workers use innovative   
calling cards designed to look 
like Pokemon cards, which have 
proved immensely popular. “Some 

of the kids insist 
on collecting the 

whole set!” says 
Carol. Outreach 

workers are always 
available to visit 

schools and youth 
clubs.

BACK at Seven 
Sisters, Kamini 
and her team 

are packing up after Art 
Club.

“We run the club monthly for 
seven and overs,” says Kamini,  
“It’s a chance for the children to 
express themselves and gain 
a sense of achievement 

through using arts and crafts. 
Today we’ve done clay modelling 
and frame design – next month 
we’re designing t-shirts. Soon we’ll 
have to do cookery again – that’s 
really popular.”

The annual outing this summer 
was a day-trip to Southend. 

“It rained all day,” says newest 
staff member Jennifer, “But they 
were all so happy to be out of 
Haringey that it didn’t matter to 
them at all! One family loved it 
so much they’ve gone back every 
weekend since”.

And so the doors close on another 
busy day for HAGA’s supernannies. 
Tomorrow, it’s business as usual.

COSMIC is 
open Monday 
to Saturday to 
children from 0-16, a offers:
< Play and counselling sessions
< Drug and alcohol education
< Creche Service
< Parenting skills workshops
< Family counselling
< School or Club visits
< Saturday family drop-in, 

featuring arts & crafts and play 
activities. All activities are free 
of charge but families must 

book in advance for either the 
morning session between 11am 
– 1pm or the afternoon session 
between 1.30pm – 3.30pm.

There’s a special freephone 
number for children and young 
people who wish to speak directly 
to the staff:

0800 389 5257
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lack of boundaries and 
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LIFELIFEStyle
Your guide to
Healthy
drinking

Many people drink alcohol 
safely, in many social 
situations. However some 

people use alcohol to manage 
problems and diffi culties. It can be 
very effective at times – but too 
much can cause more problems 
than you started with. 
The Health Education Authority 
suggests that women can safely 
drink 2-3 units per day and men 
3-4 units per day.
It is alright to drink at these 
levels as long as:
● You’ve checked that it’s safe to 

drink alcohol with medication 
prescribed by your doctor.

● That your physical health is OK, 
and you don’t have any medical 
problems, like high blood 
pressure. 

● That you don’t have emotional 
health concerns, like depression 
or low mood.

Measure for measure

Half pint 
of beer

 1 unit 

Pub measure (25ml) 
of spirits

 2 unit 

Glass of wine

 1 unit 

Can of strong lager

 4 unit 

 WORDSEARCH

ways to chill out
Alternative therapies are a great 
way to relax, whether you have 
a drink problem or not. HAGA 
offers three kinds of therapy to 
clients – and they love it!

3
1 Yoga
Yoga has been used for centuries 
to help relax the body and calm 
the mind. HAGA’s yoga and 
meditation sessions are suitable 
for people of any level of fi tness 
and are aimed at those who are 
already using the Day Service to 
stop or reduce their 
alcohol use.
Mixed sessions are 
held at the HAGA 
Day Centre at 
2pm on Mondays 
and at 11am on 
Wednesdays for 
women only.
Drop in to 590 
Seven Sisters Road 
or call 020 8800 6999 
for more details.

3 Aromatherapy
Aromatherapy uses plant extracts 
called essential oils to improve 
physical and emotional well being.
Each oil has distinct therapeutic 
properties – one oil may relieve 
pain, while another will have a 
relaxing effect on muscles – so the 
aromatherapist would use a blend 
of the two to treat aching, knotted 
muscles.
Massage eases tight muscles and 
improves the circulation of blood 
and lymph, aiding elimination of 
toxins from the body. 
Women’s sessions take place at 
the day Centre on Wednesdays 
from 12 – 2 pm and men’s on the 
last Thursday of each month.
Each session lasts 
about an hour 
and must be 
booked in 
advance. 

2 Acupuncture
This ancient Chinese therapy can 
treat a wide variety of physical, 
mental and emotional ailments. 
Ear accupuncture has been highly 
successful in American drug rehab 
centres for reducing anxiety and 
sleeplessness. HAGA runs drop-in 
sessions on Tuesdays, Thursdays 
and Fridays from 12pm - 1pm.
Full body sessions need an 
assessment so that treatment 
can be tailored to fi t in with your 
programme.
Appointment 
only from 10 
am till noon 
Thursdays 
and Fridays, 
with a drop-in 
on Fridays for 
existing clients.

G P S O
R R N N G H M E

E C N E L O I V I U Q S E J
M S G D I E T F Z V D H Z W E

P S T Y V K H B F Z I O R S Z U
S K I E E G C O N T R O L O S N
L J R L I N A I M T D L O S U
O W I F L P D E S S I B U M Z

P K S Y A I N K Y M N E
S N P S E R K I G G I L R

Z O U U C H N T I W P T L U G
J B R E D I C S Y O T S W O P
B E D O R Z U M F M H U D A

R Q D I L I F E X B
B R I G O B

BEER

BLOOD

BOOZE

CIDER

CONTROL

DRINK

DRIVING

DRUNK

FIGHTING

HEADACHE

KIDNEYS

KILLS

LIMIT

LIVER

MEASURE

OFFY

PARTY

PUB

SHORTS

SICK

SILLY

SMELL

SOBER

SPIRITS

UNITS

VIOLENCE

WINE

Each session lasts 
about an hour 
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 StyleLIFELIFELIFE
 GailGailGailAsk

YOUR PROBLEMS SOLVED

He says he hits me
because he loves me

n THERE is absolutely no 
excuse for your partner 

hitting you. You cannot influence 
his unreasonable behaviour. 
Alcohol does not cause violence, 
it is a disinhibiter which allows 
and gives an excuse for a violent 
person to act.

You sound as though you are 
walking on egg shells. Why 

not come along to HAGA? Our 
Domestic Violence Worker, 
Chris,  can give you practical 
advice about keeping yourself 
safe and exploring the options 
that might be open to you. 

Do not confront your partner 
about seeking help when he 
is drunk, try and pick a time 
when he is sober and talk to him 

calmly about how HAGA could 
help him. HAGA can help you 
explore your drinking and how 
the impact it is having on your 
life. We also offer a counselling 
service to support and explore 
some of the other issues 
affecting your relationship. 
Give Chris a call on 020 8800 
6999 for a confidential chat.

GAIL SAYS

My husband 
is drinking his 

grief away
Dear Gail  MY HUSBAND has been 
drinking for many years but over the 
last few years, since we lost our son in 
a car  crash, his drinking has increased. 
These days he seems to sweat a lot at 
night and seems shaky in the morning. 
I have noticed him having a swig from 
a bottle, after which he seems to calm 
down. He usually drinks a lot in the 
evening, but lately I have been fi nding 
a lot of empty bottles in the bin. Is he 
an alcoholic? Should I try to get rid of 
any alcohol in the house? Can anyone 
help him?

n   IT SOUNDS like your husband may 
have become physically dependent on 

alcohol, and probably needs some medical 
help to come off. Alcohol  dependence can 
be dangerous if the dependent person 
suddenly comes off without medication, 
so I would not advise hiding his drink. 

You could speak to one of the detox 
nurses at HAGA on 0208 442 6435 who 
can advise you on the best action.

I’m out of 
control

Dear Gail   I DESPERATELY need some 
help to stop drinking, but I don’t know 
how I’ll cope with my feelings, which 
are mainly anxiety and depression. 
I’ve suffered from depression for many 
years, but never sought treatment. 
I realise I am using the alcohol to “self-
medicate”. I drink about two litres of 
vodka a week, but fear my drinking 
levels will increase further. I no longer 
feel in control of anything in my life.

n I’M SORRY you’re experiencing 
distress in the way you described. 

We can offer you a thorough assessment 
of your alcohol intake and help you 
determine your mental health, physical 
and social needs. A lot of people use 
alcohol in this way, and it doesn’t solve 
any problems. What we can do is enable 
you to address any underlying issues, 
and can help you think of ways to 
manage your situation more positively. 
We will give you encouragement and all 
the support you need to move forward.

My housing problem is 
making my drinking worse
Dear Gail  I’M SO SCARED 
that I’m getting closer and 
closer to alcohol addiction. 

My drinking is doing me huge 
damage, but I just feel that 
when I’m drunk I don’t need to 
think about my problems. I’ve 
tried really hard to get support 
and yet nothing has helped. I 
have visited my GP and tried 
to get seen by the mental 
health team to get a suitable 
accommodation, but still 
here I am with no support. My 
problems don’t seem quite so 
big for others, which is making 
my alcohol problem worse.

I think I need some help and 
support in dealing with my 
unsuitable accommodation 
problem. I know you’re not 

a housing agency but I don’t 
know where to turn to sort this 
problem out. I am telling you 
this because I feel that you 
can appreciate the problems of 
living in accommodation where 
other residents are  drinkers as 
well. I need your advice, and if 
possible some help around 
these issues.

n I CAN appreciate the 
fact that your drinking is 

becoming a major problem for 
you. Excessive consumption 
of alcohol can contribute to 
other problems in a person’s 
life, including accommodation. 
Individual circumstances and 
social environmental factors 
can trigger and worsen people’s 
alcohol problems.

I would like you to know that 
HAGA offers you the opportunity 

to improve your quality of life by 
providing a stable and suitable 
environment. We could give you 
therapeutic support through 
the Day Centre programme, 
and on-going targeted support 
through our housing scheme.

We have a wide range of 
dedicated services and could 
offer you help in accessing other 
services, such as health, social 
care, benefits and housing. You 
would also be able to take up and 
maintain training, education 
and employment opportunities. 

HAGA’s projects work 
towards promoting independent 
living for people who have had 
problems with their drinking 
and have found themselves 
socially excluded or ignored.

Do contact Damon on 020 
8800 6999 if you want to talk 
more about how we can help 
you with these issues.

Help 
my son
Dear Gail   I’m very 
concerned about 
my son. He is in his 
early thirties, and his 
behaviour towards 
me is often irrational 
and aggressive. He is 
constantly drinking, 
day and night, and I 
feel helpless. What 
can I do to help him?

n I’M SORRY you 
are experiencing 

these issues. Our 
services can help you 
and your son, as we 
offer a confidential 
service tailored to meet 
both your needs. If 
you contact us you will 
receive a short face-to-
face assessment, where 
you can talk openly 
about your concerns. 
You will be offered 
advice and counselling 
– there is usually a 
short waiting list. 

Regarding help for 
your son, if you ask him 
to call us, HAGA staff 
can speak to him on the 
telephone and let him 
know how we could help. 
He would be encouraged 
to come to an individual 
assessment to talk 
further about the help 
he would like. He may 
need a “detox”, and this 
would be explained fully 
to him. He could then 
safely come off alcohol, 
with a short-term course 
of tranquillisers, and 
would be helped to 
address his underlying 
issues.

I still get 
cravings

Dear Gail   I have cut 
down my drinking to ½ 
bottle of wine daily in 
the evening, however I 
still experience strong 
cravings to have a 
drink at lunch-time. 
This scares me as 
I fear I’ll go back to 
drinking will escalate 
to a bottle of wine a 
day, as I used to.

n THERE are lots of 
different ways to 

manage cravings, and 
cravings are extremely 
common. We can 
teach you distraction 
techniques and help 
you to address your 
worries. We offer 
supportive groups 
in which you could 
get help from other 
members experiencing 
similar concerns. Some 
people benefit from 
medication, prescribed 
by a GP, to help control 
cravings.

Dear Gail  I AM 30 and have 
been with my partner for 5 years. 
He recently lost his job because 
of his drinking. 
We used to go to the pub together 
and we had a great laugh 
because he is the life and soul of 
the party, but he is very jealous 
and often hits me when he is 
drunk. He always apologises 
next day and says it is because 
he loves me so much. 
Now I sit indoors alone and 
have a couple of glasses of wine 
because I am scared he will be 
unreasonable when he comes 
home. I can’t tell my family 
what’s going on because they 
have always disapproved of him, 
and I have no where else to go. 
How can I make him get help?

For answers to your alcohol-related problems call HAGA on 020 8800 6999 or drop in at 590 Seven Sisters Road, Tottenham N15 6HR
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SPURS ARE 
UP TO THE 
CHALLENGE

Club offers new work opportunities for HAGA clients
BY MARTIN TREMAINE

WALKING along Park Lane beside 
Tottenham Hotspur Football Club 
towards the High Road one evening I 
could not help but hear cries of “Come 
on you Spurs!”  These were followed by 
loud cheers and then ultimately, “Goal!”

However, the sounds were not from a crowd 
inside the stadium, which was empty.  They 
came from a group whose oldest member 
appeared no more than 14 playing street 
soccer. The players were using the 
south stand terrace flank wall 
for one goal and a residential 
driveway on the other 
side of Park Lane as the 
other. 

Strictly speaking, 
the match was being 
played at Spurs and it 
was at that moment I 
thought “How many 
kids can claim to 
have played football 
at a Premier League 
Stadium?”  

It was just after that a more 
serious thought crossed my mind 
– just how important Spurs are,  not only 
among other Premier League clubs, but also 
for the local community in Tottenham. I began 
to wonder whether the Club might work with 
HAGA in a way that could benefit both parties.

Thanks to a quick response from Gary 
Broadhurst of the Tottenham Hotspur 
Community team I did not have to ponder too 
long. Gary was quick to point out how committed 
the Club is to people living in Tottenham.  

“Spurs sees itself as having a role to play as 
part of the local community,” said Gary. He 
explained, “Engaging in opportunities with 
local partners is a key responsibility for the 
community scheme”.

We explored how Spurs, in partnership 
with HAGA might make a difference. I met 
Gary at the Club and talked to him about 
the work of Kinesis, including how clients 

expressed interest in applying some of the 
active listening skills from a course we had 
run called Introduction to Counselling Skills.  
We also talked about clients expressing some 
interest in youth work.

Gary introduced me to a course that Tottenham 
Hotspur Community run with CoNEL, where 
we already have a great partnership.  

“The course is ‘Coaching Skills’, said Gary.  
He explained how tutors train people from the 
local community to NVQ Level 1 in coaching.  

“After a police check and an interview, there 
are real opportunities for people to get 

paid employment as coaches at 
the Club, improving youth 

soccer within the local 
community,” explained 

Gary. “If after the 
course people prefer to 
apply their new-found 
skills elsewhere – 
such as a non-sports 
setting – well that’s 
fine too. Coaching is a 

very transferable skill,” 
he pointed out.
Tottenham Hotspur 

Community takes learning 
and development seriously. 

Training material is professionally 
produced, which of course attracts a cost, and 
there are NVQ test fees.   

This is when Pat Staunton, another member 
of Tottenham Hotspur Community, came 
into the picture. Thanks to him, Spurs have 
arranged to fund their first intake of clients 
from Kinesis.

This was great news. It means the first 
Coaching Skills Course is scheduled to take 
place shortly in a newly refurbished part of 
the Spurs ground.

Clients are really pleased with the deal,  
which included some free tickets to a match 
between Spurs and Porto and a tour of the 
Club for all participants from Kinesis.

This really shows that Spurs is not just a 
club with international reach, but one that 
reaches into the local community too.

Cosmic coach 
quits as Rovers 
win the cup

BRIDGE Rovers stormed to victory in both the 7-11s 
and the 11-14 competitions in this year’s Cosmic 
Cup, held at Paignton Park during May half term.

The Bridge Project teams beat off stiff competition from 
local play scheme sides Chestnuts, Alhigra, Tiverton and 
Cosmic.

The competition – organised by HAGA’s COSMIC children’s 
service and now in its third year – is now threatened by the 
resignation of Cosmic coach Peter, and lack of players and 
coaching facilities.

“This is a real shame,” said Cosmic boss Kamini. “The 
children and young people have put a lot of hard work into 
the event over the years, and to see the competition fail with 
the cup still at Bridge Rovers would be a double blow.”

The club are now looking for a new coach and training 
ground. Volunteers should contact Kamini on 020 8800 6999.

590 Seven Sisters Road, Tottenham, London N15 6HR
Tel 020 8800 6999   Fax 020 8802 0081
www.haga.co.uk
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